CONTINUING
SHUTDOWN
RESOLUTION
SHAKEDOWN TRASH
TALK
Whole lotta nothing going on in the nation’s
capitol. Guess that is not exactly news, but,
still, it seems extra fubar currently. Ah well,
what to do? Rock and roll baybee. And trash
talk, of course. Seriously, as I look up at my
TeeVee right this instant, Ralph Reed is on CNN
blowing some perverted shit out of his ass.
Really, Ralph Freaking Reed. It is just stupid
out there. On MSNBC, Alec Baldwin looks like he
is sitting in a Chicago steak/chop house
yammering with some twit I don’t immediately
recognize. Oh, wait, it is Bill de Blasio, the
soon to be chameleon new mayor of New York. Is
he a Weatherman anarchist from the 60s or a neoliberal from the present?? Who knows? Who cares?
He will be far better than Mayor Bloombito, so
teh New Yarkers are gonna have that going for
them. Let’s play games.
Gotta start with the pros this week. Lot to talk
about, but first off I would like to not that
right now, the ‘Ole Geezer, Mr. Brett Favre,
could play quarterback this Sunday better than
what service the Bucs, Jags, Vikings and Giants
at a minimum. And, arguably, maybe the Raiders,
Bills, Cardinals and Steelers too. He is rested.
And he is ready. And he is way more fun than the
others. Bring back the FavRuh.
In case my lead has not exactly engrossed and
hooked you, I guess we can talk about actual
games. If we must. Okay. Here we go….I must
admit I am strangely perplexed by weird games
lately, as we are still early in the season and
the wheat has not yet completely separated from
the shaft. Well, except for STRONG ARMED PEYTON
MANNING AND THE DONKOS! While Bieber Brady is

still looking for his next hairstyle, Happy
Faced Peyton is rolling. As long as Peyton keeps
a Jockey’s Neck Like Bollocks, he could
obliterate very sacred records this year. We
shall see.
So, back to the offbeat games of interest. First
up is Deetroit trying to shakedown the Brownies
in the Dog Pound. Who are teh Kittehs? Hard to
tell, but they need Megatron to tell. And he is
questionable (though I expect he suits up and
plays, like the stud he is). But Cleveland has a
sneaky good defense, and there is some momentum
in mistake by the lake land. If Brandon Weedon
can get the Brownies offense 28 points or more,
they well could win. But you have to figure Matt
Stafford and Reggie Bush can put up that.
Steelers at Jets, Jets, Jets is another goofy
game. Steelers can’t be as bad as they have
shown so far, can they? Actually, maybe. And the
Jets are a tougher D than some they have faced
so far. This is a gut check game; if Big Ben and
Stillers have any game at all, they will bring
it. They might; but I am not betting on it.
Cheese at Ravens is also interesting. League is
sleeping on both right now, even though
Baltimore is the defending Super Bowl champ and
GB is, well still the Pack. Both seem still
unsettled and adjusting to huge losses. Ravens
lost by retirement and players moving on. Pack
has lost by injury mostly except for Greg
Jennings, who they let leave. Jennings ain’t the
problem, the injuries are. This is a pick em,
whoever wants it more will win.
The super rejuvenated Saints, and man have Sean
Payton and Rob Ryan turned that gig on a dime,
roll into Foxborough to meet the Pats. Later in
the year, with a little more gelling, Bill Bel,
Major Tom and the Whoevers win this game at
home. Not right now though, Saints and Drew
Breeeezz got to much jazz. And on Sunday night,
we got Skins at the ‘Boys. Will take a heroic
effort from RG III to win this; I think Romo
will cut the bad edge off of last week’s
disappointment.

In the student athalete category, seems like a
somewhat quiet week. Guess the biggest interest
is whether or not Mack Brown can pull a
jackrabbit out of his ass, er hat, and upset
Freepatriot’s Boomer Sooners. If not, Mack may
get knifed by the time that giant schooner can
roll a circle. Game is in Austin though, so
there is that. PolitiFact Check rates this:
Orange Crushed!
ESPN and some other cackling birds are clucking
about Mizzou at the Dawgs in Athens Georgia. Nuh
uh. Aaron Murray and the Hounds got WAY too much
for the Tigers. Florida at LSU may actually be
the best real contest of the day. Gators
starting to live a little now that Driskel the
water pistol is down for the count. Still, the
Tigers in Baton Rouge in a big night game; gotta
take the Po Boy home cooking there. Also the
‘Ole Ball coach and the Cocks are going to Soooeee-pigeeee land in Ar-kansas. The okies from
Muskogee were not cool with those wheat stalks
on the Kansas license plates, so they seceded
and called if Our Kansas. Or, if Old McDonald
spelled it, Arkansas. Or something. Am tempted
to take Brett Bielema and the Hogs here. Just
because. But I can’t, South Carolina is just a
better team. Fighting Journalists may have a
tough time in Camp Randall Stadium with teh
Badgers. Would be brutal to lose two in a row
after such promise, but Wisconsin is a decent
team and is at home.
This weekend is the Japanese Grand Prix at
Suzuka. Which used to be a penultimate and
deciding race in the Circus schedule, but no
longer. And no drama at this point, it is
another Vettel and Red Bull year. Hard to be
excited, I am, however, excited about next year
and the new car specifications.
Also, baseball. Sadly, the Pirates got
keelhauled by the Cardinals in the deciding game
5 of the Divisional Series and are out.
Hopefully the Dodgers claim the Bum status of
old and win the NL. As to the AL, hard to pick
between the Tigers and Boston. Both great teams,

both a lot of fun and interesting. But gonna be
a Detroit Breakdown, so……Go Sawx!!
That is it folks. Shut it down baybee!

DOJ GIVES BLACKWATER
A WHITEWASH ON
FELONY CHARGES
Something funny
happened in the
Eastern District
of North
Carolina today.
Out of the blue
in an extremely
significant
case, and
without
particular
notice to
interested observers, much less the public, the
criminal case against former Blackwater
executives for weapons trafficking, and a myriad
of other weapons violations, ended. Poof! Gone
with an undeserved and inexplicable sweetheart
misdemeanor plea.
From local Raleigh outlet WRAL:
A federal weapons case against the
defense contractor formerly known as
Blackwater Worldwide ended Thursday with
misdemeanor pleas by two former
executives, who were fined and placed on
probation.
The case stems in part from a raid
conducted by federal agents at the
company’s Moyock headquarters in 2008
that seized 22 weapons, including 17
AK-47s. An indictment alleged that the

company used the Camden County Sheriff’s
Office to pose as the purchaser of
dozens of automatic weapons.
The indictment also alleged that
Blackwater purchased 227 short barrels
and installed them on long rifles
without registering them and that
company officials presented the king of
Jordan with five guns as gifts in hopes
of landing a lucrative overseas contract
and then falsified federal documents
once they realized they were unable to
account for the weapons.
Gary Jackson and William Matthews, the
former president and executive vice
president of the company and both Navy
Seals, pleaded guilty Thursday to one
count each of failure to keep records on
firearms. They were sentenced to four
months of house arrest, three years on
probation and fined $5,000.

The original indictment was fifteen counts,
count em 15 counts, most all serious felonies
with significant punishment in the offing. Now
granted, a few counts were pared off after a
motion to dismiss by a court order dated
February 4, 2013, but significant and
substantive counts remained viable against
Blackwater executives Jackson and Matthews.
But, instead of taking them to trial, or even
extracting a reasonable plea that did justice
for the public, the DOJ collaborated with the
defense and walked into court without notice
today, filed a new information containing a
single misdemeanor charge and proceeded to
sentence them on the spot to a hand slap.
Here is how the official DOJ Press Release
described it:
United States Attorney Thomas G. Walker
announced that in federal court today
GARY JACKSON and WILLIAM WHEELER
MATTHEWS, JR. pled guilty before United

States District Judge Louise W.
Flanagan, to one count each of failing
to make and maintain records related to
firearms in violation of Title 18,
United States Code, Sections 922(m) and
923(g)(1)(A).
Additionally, Judge Flanagan sentenced
JACKSON and MATTHEWS to 3 years
probation, 4 months house arrest with
stipulations, and fined them $5,000.00.
According to the Criminal Information
filed on February 14, 2013, JACKSON and
MATTHEWS, between 2005 and 2007, were
employees of a corporate entity formerly
known as Blackwater which was a licensed
federal firearms manufacturer and
dealer, and whose responsibilities for a
certain period of time included direct
or indirect supervisory authority over
employees whose duties included the
making and maintenance of records
required by federal law. (Emphasis
added)

Oh yeah, there was one other mention of note in
the release:
The corporate entity formerly known as
Blackwater has entered into a Deferred
Prosecution Agreement with the
government in which it has agreed to
extensive ongoing compliance programs
and the payment of approximately 7
million dollars in fines.

How nice. The Deferred Prosecution Agreement was
actually entered into and noticed back in August
of last year. It was easy to see the DPA coming,
and as much as the US Government relies on
Blackwater/Xe/Academi for their security
adventures, it was predictable they would be
given a DPA (and, hey, DPAs provide lucrative
paydays to former DOJ friends who get set up in
cushy monitor jobs).

The DPA was easy to see coming, today’s
sweetheart plea was not. No, it happened
basically as a covert op on the public and
interested legal community. Did you notice the
bolded date in the DOJ press release? DOJ states
the plea was entered on February 14, 2013. What
is interesting is that it was not placed on the
official court docket until today – at the same
time Judge Louise Flanagan, a conservative Bush
appointee, was accepting the plea and sentencing
Jackson and Matthews, thus ending the case. All
designed so the public would not know and could
not have any input. Diametrically contrary to
the fundamental precepts of the American justice
system.
How little of a wrist slap is the sentence? I’ve
had common DWI clients sentenced to more.
Compare and contrast to the punishment the DOJ
sought to impose on Aaron Swartz.
The sentence is now done and entered, but what
about the process? It was a stunning affront to
justice and the public right to know. I have
complained relentlessly about the collusion
between the DOJ and another Bush era criminal,
former Office of Special counsel Chief Scott
Bloch. But at least in Bloch there was minimal
notice given to the public and we knew what was
coming, in spite of inexplicable collusion
between the DOJ and the criminal defendant. Not
so in the case of these Blackwater executives,
Jackson, Matthews, et al.
Even in Bloch, in spite of complete collusion on
the part of the DOJ, the court set sentencing
for nearly three months after the entry of the
plea. Not so with Judge Flanagan and the
Blackwater boys. How unusual is it that a
Federal court sentences criminal defendants
immediately in high profile important cases with
important implications like this? VERY UNUSUAL.
In fact it is simply stunning, all the more so
considering that the parties and the court hid
the fact the plea was entered from the public
and the court docket system in the period
between the entrance of plea on February 14 and

the plea acceptance and immediate sentencing
today.
To give you an idea of how out of the ordinary
such a sentencing on the spot is, there are
directly applicable provisions in the Federal
Rules of Criminal Procedure that must be
specifically obviated on the record to even
attempt it. Rule 32(c) provides:
(c) Presentence Investigation.
(1) Required Investigation.
(A) In General. The probation officer
must conduct a presentence investigation
and submit a report to the court before
it imposes sentence unless:
(i) 18 U.S.C. §3593 (c) or another
statute requires otherwise; or
(ii) the court finds that the
information in the record enables it to
meaningfully exercise its sentencing
authority under 18 U.S.C. §3553, and the
court explains its finding on the
record.
(B) Restitution. If the law permits
restitution, the probation officer must
conduct an investigation and submit a
report that contains sufficient
information for the court to order
restitution.

18 USC 3593 concerns death penalty cases, so the
ONLY way Jackson and Matthews could have been
sentenced today is for the court to have made a
specific finding, based upon information on and
in the record, and then stated the specific
reasons for the decision, and evidence
supporting it, all on the record.
Did Judge Flanagan do that? Well, we do not know
because there is no sentencing minute entry on
the docket as there normally is. It just isn’t
there. What’s more, we cannot know if there was
a stipulation to hide the plea entry and

immediate sentencing plans in the plea agreement
(docket number 364), because the plea agreement
is SEALED.
All ability of the public to know this was
coming, and to discern what really happened, has
been secreted from the public. Secret justice
(or, more properly, injustice).
How and why did all this occur? Undoubtedly
because of the highly classified and incestuous
relationship between Blackwater and the US
Government, and the resulting ability of
Blackwater to literally blackmail and extort
concessions through graymail threats (See here
for a short history of graymail).
So, through secrecy, classification, graymail
and direct collusion with the DOJ, Blackwater,
and its executive henchmen, win and the American
public lose yet again. I have been practicing
criminal law for 25 years and I am absolutely
offended by what occurred in Judge Louise
Flanagan’s courtroom today. Both she and the
Obama Department of Justice should be made to
answer for it.
[UPDATE: It appears the plea agreement itself is
not completely sealed, it is just kept
“unavailable” from the public docket. Upon
information and belief, it can be viewed if you
personally go to the clerk’s office for the
Eastern District of North Carolina and ask to
see it. The other items described in the post as
missing from the docket entirely remain so
missing.]

SCOTT BLOCH AND
ROLL: DOJ TAKES A

HOLIDAY FRIDAY NEWS
DUMP
The event we
have all been
waiting for is
here in time for
the Christmas
Holidays! Yes,
it is the long
awaited news on
the DOJ
“prosecution” of
the former
Office of
Special Counsel head under the Bush/Cheney
regime, Scott Bloch.
As you may recall, when we last heard tangible
news on the Blochhead front, it was June 20 of
this year when his release restrictions were
voided. The court voided Bloch’s release
conditions because the DOJ had inexplicably left
the case hanging in limbo after the previous
guilty plea had been set aside, thus allowing
Bloch to withdraw from it, all the way back in
August of 2011.
So, between August 2, 2011 and December 21,
2012, a period of nearly a year and a half’s
time, the DOJ has done nothing whatsoever in
furtherance of prosecuting Scott Bloch. Until
today. And the vaunted Department of Justice
has, on the Friday before the Christmas
holiday…..filed a Motion to Dismiss. However,
that is not the end of the story, as clause 5 of
the Motion to Dismiss contains this language:
Concurrent with this Motion to Dismiss,
the government is filing a new
information.

Well, not quite concurrent, as the Motion to
Dismiss was filed mid to late morning, and the
new information was just now made public. The
new charge, a misdemeanor, is pursuant to 18 USC

1361 Depredation of Government Property or
Contracts. The factual basis is made out from
the “seven level wiping” Bloch caused to be
done. Here is the new information just filed.
Well, at least that is what the information is
SUPPOSED to charge. That is the crime noted in
the caption, and clearly the crime contemplated
by the framing, but in the key statute
recitation paragraph, the controlling body of
the document mistakenly charges 18 USC 1362
instead. A year and a half the DOJ has had to
conjure up this smoking pile of whitewashing
garbage, and they still can’t get a basic
misdemeanor plea right. It will have to be
amended to reflect the correct statute. Merry
Christmas Dump!
A separate docket entry has set the date for
formal entry of the plea for Friday January 4,
2013:
Set/Reset Hearings as to SCOTT J. BLOCH:
Plea Agreement Hearing set for 1/4/2013
at 9:30 AM in Courtroom 4 before
Magistrate Judge Deborah A. Robinson.

The sentence is not stipulated, but you can bet
there will be no jail time involved for Mr.
Bloch. The original charge Bloch pled guilty to,
2 USC §192 Refusal of witness to testify or
produce papers, was also a misdemeanor. But it
involved presumptively mandatory jail time the
court – gasp! – indicated it would enforce. Not
only did Scott Bloch flinch at having to serve
minimal jail time, the DOJ agreed with him and
fought side by side with him to make sure his
butt never saw a cell for the mandatory jail for
the charge he stood in open court and pled
guilty to. With a damning set of factual
admissions.
As both Marcy and I said back when the true
nature of the DOJ’s collusion with Bloch was
cast in stone:
But given the record of this
Administration–from the mantra of “look

forward” to the refusal to charge Dick
Cheney for illegal wiretapping Americans
to the refusal to charge Jose Rodriguez
for destroying evidence of torture–I
think it’s just that they refuse to send
an official–one of their own–to jail.
They cannot uphold the law, because the
law might be upheld against them.
….
So, back to I guess he won’t see a cell
Bloch Scott. Is DOJ really saying that a
guy who wiped his hard drive shouldn’t
go to jail? Yes, and they are willing to
fight for him and with him to see that
such is indeed the case. First the
government filed a Motion to Reconsider
dated February 7, 2011 regarding Judge
Robinson’s 2/2/2011 ruling discussed and
linked above. The Motion to Reconsider
was basically five pages of whining that
there was compelling authority to the
effect the criminal they were
prosecuting did NOT have to serve jail
time. Yes, that is one hell of a strange
argument for government prosecutors to
be making.
Then, the willingness of the government
prosecutors to fight to keep the
criminal Bloch from serving one lousy
second in jail goes from the absurd to
the ridiculous. A mere four days after
having filed the whiny Motion to
Reconsider, and before it was
substantively ruled on, the government,
by and through the ever ethical DOJ,
suddenly files a pleading encaptioned
“Governments Motion To Withdraw Its
Motion To Reconsider The Court’s
February 2, 2011 Memorandum Opinion“. In
this pleading, the government suddenly,
and literally, admits their February 2
Motion to Reconsider was without merit.
….
Let me put that bluntly for you: the DOJ
is helping a guy they have already
convicted by way of guilty plea – that

has already been accepted by the court –
get out of that plea conviction. And
they are already negotiating a different
deal with the defendant, Bloch, to
insure he doesn’t serve one stinking day
in jail.

The foregoing is the background that brings us
to where we are today, with Bloch pampered with
a cuddly gift plea for Christmas, and with the
DOJ depriving American citizens of the zeal in
advocacy ethically required and needed to ensure
the integrity of the federal government. Rather
than defend the rule of law, DOJ has fought to
help Scott Bloch get out of his plea deal
because he might actually have to serve even
minimal jail time for his crimes.
The number and quality of felony crimes Bloch
could have been, and should have been, charged
with are staggering; including obstruction of
justice, false statements, perjury, willful
destruction of government property and Federal
Records Act violations.
But Defendant Bloch made a deal to plead to one
little misdemeanor with the guarantee he would
be considered under the most favorable
sentencing guideline conditions imaginable. And,
in return for this staggeringly mild treatment,
both Bloch and the government swore and
promised, in writing to the court, not to
withdraw or appeal. Yet, that is exactly what
both cravenly did – together in collusive
unison.
It is the duty of the federal court system to
provide fair and impartial justice to those
before it and to stand as one of the three coequal branches of government with a solemn duty
to protect the sanctity of the government and
see that justice is done not just for the
powerful and privileged, but for all.
For a misdemeanor plea case, there were powerful
and critical factors involved in the case of
Scott Bloch which warranted serious treatment

and a precedent set to deter future corruptors
of American government. Central is the question
of whether there is now, and will be in the
future, any meaningful accountability whatsoever
for Executive Branch officials as to the crimes
they commit in office, and to the Congress, in
the name of the United States citizenry.
The resounding answer to the accountability
question from the actions of the Obama
Department of Justice, as evidenced by the Scott
Bloch prosecution, is no. There is no
accountability, and there will be no
accountability, because if Scott Bloch can go to
jail for crimes in office, any other common
government criminal can too.
The grandees of government, entrusted with the
ethos of the American people, cannot possibly be
treated with the same zeal for prosecution of
perjury and obstruction that is doled out to
common athletes such as Roger Clemens (and do
check out the graphic at the bottom of the
linked post, it is stunning) and Barry Bonds.
Why can’t the Executive Branch officials be held
to the same standard?
[For more on the Bloch saga today, see Mike
Scarcella at Blog of the Legal Times]
[As nobody in the world will see this post this
late in the afternoon, I may repost it
substantially later, probably a couple of days
before the January 4 plea entry setting]

ADIOS ARPAIO – THE
FISCAL AND LEGAL CASE
FOR REMOVAL OF

SHERIFF JOE
America,
indeed the
nation, is in
a financial
and legal
moribund
lurch. No
longer, if
there ever
was, is there
taxpayer money
and ethics left on balance to be wasted on
entrenched politicians sucking at our tit. You
say your’s is the worst? Well, then you do not
live in Maricopa County Arizona, the home of
Sheriff Joe Arpaio.
It is time for Sheriff Joe to go. ADIOS ARPAIO!
There is a fiscal, legal and moral case to do
so.
My friend Tim Murphy, of Mother Jones, laid out
the “bizarre” freak show nature of Arpaio’s
current reelection campaign in superb detail.
But only part of the story was told,
understandable as there is SO much to tell in
the Arpaio saga. Here is the rest of, or at
least some of the rest of, the story.
Joe Arpaio did not magically come to be Sheriff
of Maricopa County. It happened because the two
previous occupants of the Sheriff’s Office were,
shall we say, problematic on their own. There
was Dick Godbehere, who was, prior to being
Sheriff of the fourth largest county in the
United States, literally a lawn mower repairman.
No, I kid you not. And he served with the same
level of sophistication you would expect of a
lawn mower repairman.
Then came Tom Agnos, who was supposed to return
“professionalism” to the Maricopa County
Sheriff’s Office (MCSO). But Agnos was a
subservient Sun City resident who led the MCSO
into not just the biggest cock-up in Maricopa

county law enforcement history, but one of
national and international proportion. The
Buddhist Temple Murder Case where nine buddhist
monks and acolytes were lined up and shot in the
back of the head, execution style, at the Wat
Promkunaram Buddhist Temple on the west side of
Phoenix.
It was out of the Buddhist Temple Murders Joe
Arpaio came to be. A group of prominent Phoenix
trial attorneys, both criminal and civil, wanted
an alternative to Tom Agnos and the whitewashing
coverup he was conducting on one of the greatest
coerced false confession cases in world history.
The group of trial lawyers coalesced around the
upstart primary candidacy of a local travel
agent with a colorful background. Yep, one
Joseph Arpaio.
Joseph Arpaio promised that initial group of
trial lawyers he would clean up the MCSO,
release the damning internal report of the gross
misconduct that had occurred in the Temple
Murder Case under Tom Agnos, which lead to at
least four false and heinously coerced
confessions, and that he would refuse, under all
circumstances, to serve more than one term in
office. It was a promise made and, obviously, a
promise long ago broken.
To be
fair,
Arpaio
did
releas
e the
intern
al
report
on the
Temple
Murder
Case, which led to five plus million dollar
settlement for some of the most wrongfully
arrested souls in American history. But with
that promise kept within a short time of taking
office, Joe Arpaio breached the solid promise he

made to the people who gave him the seed funding
carrying him into office. And Arpaio has made a
mockery of his word, as a man, ever since by
repeatedly running for office and sinking
Maricopa County into depths of depravity and
fiscal distress beyond comprehension, from the
vantage of the MCSO.
Arpaio’s false pretenses to get elected have
turned into the fodder of liability for the
county he was supposedly elected to serve and
protect.
How deep has Arpaio’s liability effected the
taxpayers, and residents, of Maricopa County? To
the tune of at least $50 Million dollars. AT
LEAST. Because that figure not only does not
count the costs of defense, and they are usually
astronomical in the larger cases against Arpaio,
because he never admits responsibility, but also
does not consider Maricopa County is self
insured and may not, necessarily, publicly
disclose all smaller payouts. There may, or may
not, be a lot more payout, or a lot more, we
just don’t know.
So, what is the ledger to date? Here it is is in
all its sick glory. $50 Million dollars of
unnecessary payout, all because of a man, who
promised, and who was initially sponsored, and
brought to election, by a group who wanted
change and the diametric opposite of what came
to be.
Here is the worse part: the $50 Million figure
is, by all appearances, devoid of the real and
hard actual costs of defending all the action on
which payout was made in that spreadsheet. Hard
costs are known in the legal world as attorney
fees, court costs, expert witness fees, service
costs, evidentiary laboratory fees – in short,
fees that can add up to millions in, and among,
themselves, irrespective of the underlying root
liability payouts. In short, the $50 Million you
see in the ledger is but a fraction of the real
cost of Joe Arpaio’s criminally and civilly
negligent insolence as Sheriff of Maricopa
County. Nor does the figure, of course, include

the losses that already should have come from
the Deborah Braillard case, much less the Matty
Atensio case.
Who is Matthew Atensio represented by? That
would be by one prime example of tort liability
counterbalance to egregious wrongdoing, Michael
Manning. Who is Michael Manning? Well, Manning
is the grinning man in the photograph above,
with the somewhat soullessly dumbfounded Joe
Arpaio at a charity fundraiser. Manning has a
right to grin at the sight of the “Toughest
Sheriff In America”, because Michael Manning,
alone, has taken the greatest portion of the
nearly $50 Million (and very much increasingly
counting) toll on the taxpayers of Maricopa
County, the narcissistic propaganda obsessed
figurine Joe Arpaio has cost. And Manning and
fellow Phoenix attorney Joel B. Robbins, have
laid the wood to Sheriff Joe, and the worst is
yet to com in the form of the Atensio litigation
and other compelling cases (not to mention
Braillard which should have settled and, now,
instead awaits a larger jury verdict on already
determined damages).
You think the moral and tort liability train
fueled and paid by the taxpayers and citizens of
Maricopa County has sailed into the sunset? Oh
no. There are mountains of liability and
taxpayer’s coffer’s payouts on the horizon. The
only question is if the residents and voters of
Maricopa County will wake up and end the madness
now, or whether they will give yet another term
of office to the Most Liable and Wasteful
Sheriff In American History”.
The dedicated folks at “Adios Arpaio” have done
yeoman’s work in identifying, registering, and
encouraging tens of thousands, if not more of,
not just latino, but voters of all colors and
stripes, to vote in this election. A heroic
effort.
But where does that leave the citizens of
Maricopa County? Arguably still short against
the self promoting dynamo that is Sheriff Joe
Arpaio. It is a living monument to the benign

destruction caused by hyped belligerence,
ignorance and apathy in a designated and
restricted electorate. Joseph Arpaio came into
office as the the promised one term agent of
well meaning, and will leave, to the shame of
Maricopa County as perhaps the most disgraceful
official ever elected in the county. The only
question is, whether that is now or four years
from now.
Will morality and justice be delayed? By the
real signs on the ground in Arizona, as opposed
to national hype, probably no. It will,
nevertheless, be an everlasting blemish on the
character of the electorate of Maricopa County.
It wasn’t as if you, and actually we, didn’t
know.
The better question is what becomes of the
righteous Adios Arpaio movement? Honestly, if
this level of awareness and action had been
brought here in relation, early on, to the Scott
Norberg deaths at the Maricopa County Jail
facilities run by Joe Arpaio, perhaps soooo much
more death, destruction and liability could have
been avoided. Not to detract from anything,
everything, existing now, that did not then, in
the way of putting a stop to Arpaio, is it
enough? No, likely the current effort, much less
this post, is not.
But, then, let it not be said there was not
effort and argument made between then and now.
There is a man, Arpaio, who should be removed
from office and, if the electorate’s voice is
willing to suffer exactly that, a remedy for the
corpse of Matty Atensio, who died for Jesus’s
sins, but so far, apparently, not Arpaio’s sins.
Like an imperious “Wall Street Bankster”.
Where is the bullshit in Maricopa County going
to end? Will the truth of the civil, criminal
and moral liability of “The Toughest Sheriff in
Town” be exposed? Only the voters of Arizona,
who are not half as stupid as generally
portrayed, will decide.
I sincerely hope intelligence and discretion win

out over appearance and material duplicity. But,
then again, such would not seem to be the
characteristic of the modern Arizona electorate.
It is a screwed up place in a screwed up time.
But, if the Leader of the Free World, Barack
Obama,much less Joe Biden, cannot even be
bothered to haul at least one of their self
serving ass here to Arizona, when the election
and morals are on the line, in a state in the
process of turning from Red to Blue under the
absentee watch, then why exactly should lifelong
Democrats here give a flying fuck about the
national ticket? Seriously, tell me why?
So, there is no national action, to even
respectably mention, in Arizona. Arizona has
been left to fend for itself as being useless
and worthless by a craven two party system of
two hollow jackasses but, even more
significantly, by a national press system of
court jester reporters, stenographers, and thin
skinned puppet stringed mopes who cannot tell
the difference between themselves and the common
political flaming jackasses they cover. There is
a national press who shouts “Semper Fi” while
selling out everything they were trained and
hired to do. I know several will read this, the
question is who among them will adopt it, who
will ignore it, and who will whine like pathetic
thin skinned poseurs? Boo yah bitches, I am
waiting. Show us your colors; if you cannot now
in the heat of battle, then when? Answer up.
Which leaves us where we entered, with Sheriff
Joe Arpaio. Arpaio is a blight upon Maricopa
County. Unelect him. Adios Arpaio.
There are further vignettes to be painted
regarding Arpaio. Here are a couple of
particularly poignant ones. Arpaio And Thomas:
The Most Unethical Sheriff And Prosecutor In
America Conspire To Abuse Power And Obstruct
Justice oh, and not to mention the seminal
“House Judiciary Cuffs Joe Arpaio, The Most
Abusive Sheriff In America“. Read and know both
if you want to know Sheriff Joe.

Unelect this guy!

